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Abstract: Coastal wetlands are productive ecosystems driven by highly dynamic hydrological 
processes such as tides and river discharge, which operate at daily to seasonal timescales, 
respectively. The scientific community has been calling for landscape-scale measurements of 
hydrological variables that could help understand the flow of water and transport of sediment 
across coastal wetlands. While in situ water level gauge data have enabled significant advances, 
they are limited in coverage and largely unavailable in many parts of the world. In preparation for 
the NISAR mission, we investigate the use of spaceborne Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(InSAR) observations of phase and coherence at L-band for landscape-scale monitoring of water 
level change and vegetation cover in coastal wetlands across seasons. We use L-band SAR images 
acquired by ALOS/PALSAR from 2007 to 2011 to study the impact of seasonal changes in vegetation 
cover on InSAR sensitivity to water level change in the wetlands of the Atchafalaya basin located in 
coastal Louisiana, USA. Seasonal variations are observed in the interferometric coherence (𝛾) time-
series over wetlands, with higher coherence during the winter and lower coherence during the 
summer. We show with InSAR time-series that coherence is inversely correlated with Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Our analysis of polarimetric scattering mechanisms 
demonstrates that double-bounce is the dominant mechanism in swamps while its weakness in 
marshes hinders estimation of water level changes. In swamps, water level change maps derived 
from InSAR are highly correlated (r2 = 0.83) with in situ data from the Coastwide Reference 
Monitoring System (CRMS). From October to December, we observed that the water level may be 
below wetland elevation and thus not inundating wetlands significantly. Our analysis shows that 
water level can only be retrieved when both images used for InSAR are acquired when wetlands 
are inundated. The L-band derived-maps of water level change show large scale gradients 
originating from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway rather than the main delta trunk channel, 
confirming its significant role as a source of hydrologic connectivity across these coastal wetlands. 
These results indicate that NISAR, with its InSAR observations every 12 days, will provide the 
measurements necessary to reveal large scale hydrodynamic processes that occur in swamps across 
seasons. 

Keywords: InSAR, wetlands, water level change, ISCE  
 

1. Introduction 

River deltas along the world’s coasts connect the land and sea with highly productive wetland 
ecosystems accumulating soils through biomass production and capture of mineral sediments. These 
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wetlands play a significant role in reducing the impact of flooding and erosion [1], protecting coastal 
infrastructure, acting as nurseries for fish, crustaceans and mammals, and providing livelihood of 
millions of people around the globe. However, river deltas are threatened by the impacts of climate 
change and human activity [2,3]. In particular, changes in hydrology and sediment supply exacerbate 
the devastating impact of subsidence and sea level rise on deltas [4,5]. In Louisiana, the Mississippi 
Delta has lost nearly 5000km2 of wetlands between 1930 and 2010, at rates of loss of 43km2/year since 
1985 estimated with remote sensing [6,7]. As of 2014, they covered approximately 38000km2 [8]. In 
2003, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) implemented the Coastwide Reference Monitoring System 
(CRMS) as a mechanism to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of Coastal Wetlands Planning, 
Protection and Restoration Act (CWPPRA) projects along the Louisiana coastline [9]. Among other 
measurements, CRMS stations monitor hourly water level across the landscape supporting analysis 
of temporal as well as spatial variations in water level [10]. However, spatially continuous 
observations of water level changes are needed to complement in situ measurements and understand 
the connectivity between the channel networks and wetlands.  

Spaceborne remote sensing with Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a 
promising technique to monitor changes in water levels [1]. InSAR measures the image similarity 
(coherence) and range difference (phase) of a pair of SAR images, and higher coherence is needed to 
obtain accurate estimates of phase [11]. There are two main factors affecting InSAR observations over 
wetlands: vegetation structure and water level. The presence of vegetation increases the intensity of 
the backscattered microwave, in part because the specular scattering from the water surface is 
reflected back towards the radar by the vegetation [12]. This same backscatter signal, as measured 
consecutively by an orbiting radar, can be used to estimate water level changes through phase change 
using InSAR [13,14]. InSAR measurements of water level in wetlands have progressed significantly 
over the last two decades [15], in particular at L- and C-bands. Previous studies have found that L-
band with HH polarization generally provides the best results, in particular over shorter temporal 
baselines [15]. This was demonstrated in several case studies using JERS-1 [14] and ALOS/PALSAR 
[16]. In Louisiana, Oliver–Cabrera and Wdowinski [17] mapped the tidal inundation extent along the 
entire Louisiana coastal wetlands using InSAR from ALOS/PALSAR and Radarsat-1. Their study 
demonstrated that tidal inundation is restricted to narrow areas along the coast, and InSAR 
observations in coastal wetlands are highly dependent on the tide-induced water level. 

The InSAR coherence at C-band is known to decrease as herbaceous plants grow to maturity [18] 
and is generally higher in swamps (defined here as woody wetlands) than in marshes (herbaceous 
wetlands) [19,20]. In both biomes, coherence reaches its highest values during the leaf-off season [11]. 
Although it is known that water level change within wetlands can be estimated using InSAR, a more 
complete analysis of the impact of vegetation structure and phenology, and seasonal variations in 
water level, on the L-band InSAR signal is needed to develop algorithms for the upcoming NISAR 
mission. 

In this paper, we seek to assess the potential of the NISAR mission [21] and develop operational 
methods to measure large scale changes in water level in coastal wetlands globally and across seasons. 
NISAR is an L-band radar instrument planned for launch in 2022 that will generate interferograms 
every 12 days. While NISAR offers the possibility of monitoring wetlands hydrology at the global 
scale, its capabilities will most likely depend on vegetation type and phenology. This study evaluates 
the water level change retrieval in coastal wetlands given L-band InSAR response to wetland 
vegetation type and seasonal changes.  

We processed 17 InSAR pairs of ALOS/PALSAR (hereon PALSAR) data from 2007 to 2011 using 
InSAR Scientific Computing Environment (ISCE) [22]. ISCE will be used to process data from the 
upcoming NISAR mission. We first summarize the study site and the CRMS data set (Section 2). We 
then introduce the processing of the PALSAR L-band dataset in Section 3. In Section 4, we validate 
and discuss the results using CRMS’s in situ water level measurements before concluding in Section 
5. 

2. Wax Lake Wetlands and In Situ Data  
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Previous studies of water level change have focused primarily on inland swamp forest in 
Louisiana [11,19,23]. Our study area covers coastal wetlands within the Atchfalaya basin of coastal 
Louisiana, divided by a channel called the Wax Lake Outlet. The study area is influenced by tides. 
Figure 1 shows the land cover of swamps and marshes from the National Land Cover Database 
(NLCD) [24]. The study area is bounded on the north side by the engineered Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway (GIWW). The GIWW is leveed on its northern boundary, but the southern boundary may 
be a source of floodwaters to the wetlands in the study area. The Wax Lake Delta (WLD) is located at 
the downstream end of the river.  

The CRMS design implements a multiple reference approach by using aspects of 
hydrogeomorphic functional assessments and probabilistic sampling [25]. The measurements 
include surface water gauges, vegetation type, wetland type, among others. More than 300 stations 
are spread out along the Louisiana coastline.  

Figure 1. Land cover from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD2011) showing emergent 
herbaceous (marshes) and woody (swamps) wetlands within the study area, located within the 
Atchafalaya basin of coastal Louisiana, USA. The location of the Coastwide Reference Monitoring 
System (CRMS) stations are shown as white and yellow dots (white dots: swamp, yellow dots: fresh 
marsh). Red dots show the locations of the ground control points (GCPs) and validation point (VAL). 
The inset at bottom left shows the location of the study area in Louisiana. (Background Map from 
Google [26]). 

 
Figure 1 shows the location of the CRMS stations, with IDs, over the study area. The wetland 

type and available date range of the hourly gauge data are listed in Table 1 for 19 CRMS stations [27]. 
The CRMS data include the wetland type as either fresh marsh or swamp. The water level is recorded 
hourly, and a wetland elevation value is provided in CRMS dataset. To ensure wetland elevation 
represented a wide area near the CRMS stations, we estimated averaged DEM over 30 square meters 
around each CRMS station for local wetland elevation using the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [28–30]. Given that the CRMS gauges indicate water level in 
small channels rather than that in the unchannelized wetlands, we use both wetland elevation 
references to identify whether a wetland is inundated. Disregarding sites located in floating marshes, 
which do not have elevations in the CRMS database, the USGS DEM gives similar elevation ranges 
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for swamps and freshwater marshes. In Louisiana, the wet season is generally from April to 
September and the dry season from October to March. October is the driest month, while May is the 
wettest. In our study, non-inundated wetlands are identified using the USGS DEM. The starting date 
of CRMS water level records differs, with a few cases providing only partial record during our study 
period.  

We observed that the wetland type for each CRMS station is consistent with the land cover types 
from the NLCD. Note that “swamp” is the name of the landcover class in the CRMS data and it falls 
in the class of “woody wetland” in the NLCD. Similarly, “fresh marsh” in the CRMS data falls in the 
class of “herbaceous wetlands” in the NLCD. 

Table 1. In situ measurements from the Coastwide Reference Monitoring System (CRMS) & the 
USGS DEM. 

CRMS 
No. 

Wetland 
Type 

Hourly Water Level 
Data Availability 

CRMS Wetland 
Elevation 

(cm)  

USGS DEM 
Wetland Elevation 

(cm) 
CRMS0461 Fresh Marsh 11/04/06~ 31.8 32.2 
CRMS0463 Fresh Marsh 12/13/06~ Floating Marsh  47.7 
CRMS0464 Fresh Marsh 11/28/06~ Floating Marsh 21.1 
CRMS0465 Fresh Marsh 11/28/06~ Floating Marsh −24.4 
CRMS0479 Fresh Marsh 03/06/08~ 24.1 54.3 
CRMS0482 Fresh Marsh 06/07/07~ 22.3 52 
CRMS2568 Fresh Marsh 06/07/07~ 24.1 31.9 
CRMS4014 Fresh Marsh 07/09/07~ 43.7 66.4 
CRMS4016 Fresh Marsh 06/07/07~ 35.1 28 
CRMS4779 Swamp 02/01/08~ 27.5 45 
CRMS4782 Swamp 02/01/08~ 55.6 64.4 
CRMS4808 Swamp 01/22/08~ 31.8 44.7 
CRMS4809 Swamp 03/26/14~ 32.7 47 
CRMS4900 Swamp 11/14/06~ 28.4 48.2 
CRMS4938 Swamp 02/04/08~ 46.1 79.8 
CRMS5003 Swamp 02/04/08~ 11.3 42.98 
CRMS6008 Swamp 02/01/08~ -18.3 48.9 
CRMS6038 Swamp 02/04/08~ 54.4 52.9 
CRMS6042 Swamp 03/03/10~ 46.4 62.3 

CRMS’s data are based on NAVD88 and GEOID99 then changed to NAVD88 and GEOID12A after 2013.10.1. 
There are data gaps at each CRMS station. Wetland elevations are provided with CRMS’s data. Elevation DEM 
from USGS is extracted around each CRMS station (inside wetlands) and water levels from CRMS are measured 
in the channel. (Time format : MM/DD/YY. MM:Month, DD:Day, YY:Year) 

3. Satellite Data and Data Processing 

In this section, we describe the processing of interferometric data from PALSAR using the InSAR 
Scientific Computing Environment (ISCE) and using ancillary information from radar backscatter 
and MODIS to characterize the contribution of radar backscattering mechanisms and plant structure, 
respectively. 

3.1. Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) 

PALSAR was active during 2006 to 2011. Stripmap (SM) data are used in this study and they 
provide polarization options of single-pol (FBS), dual-pol (FBD), or quad-pol (PLR). With full 
polarization products, the full polarimetry allows us to study the scattering mechanisms using 
polarimetric decompositions. Table 2 lists the PALSAR images used in this study. It includes SM3 
mode data of level 1.0 and SM2 mode data of level 1.1 acquired through the Alaska Satellite Facility 
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Distributed Active Archive Center (ASF DAAC) [31]. All images are from ascending orbits. SM3 
stands for fine beam mode with a spatial resolution of 9.1m × 5.3m (range × azimuth) and coverage 
of 70km × 70km. The SM3 images we use are acquired from the same frame whose polarization is 
either single-polarization (HH) or dual-polarization (HH and HV). The first letter stands for the 
polarization of the transmitted electromagnetic wave and the second letter is for the receiving 
polarization. SM2 stands for high-sensitive mode with a resolution of 5.1m×4.3m and coverage of 40-
50km×70km. The two full polarimetry images listed in Table 2 are the only ones in PLR mode 
covering the study area. They are not included in the interferometric processing but are used to study 
microwave scattering mechanisms through polarimetric decomposition (Section 4.2.2).  

Table 2. ALOS/PALSAR Data. 

No. ALOS ID Acquisition Time (UTC) Observation Mode 
1 ALPSRP091770580 10/15/07, 04:36:58 SM3-FBD 
2 ALPSRP098480580 11/30/07, 04:36:38 SM3-FBS 
3 ALPSRP105190580 01/15/08, 04:36:10 SM3-FBS 
4 ALPSRP111900580 03/01/08, 04:35:35 SM3-FBS 
5 ALPSRP118610580 04/16/08, 04:34:50 SM3-FBS 
6 ALPSRP125320580 06/01/08, 04:34:01 SM3-FBD 
7 ALPSRP132030580 07/17/08, 04:33:57 SM3-FBD 
8 ALPSRP138740580 09/01/08, 04:34:43 SM3-FBD 
9 ALPSRP145450580 10/17/08, 04:35:36 SM3-FBD 

10 ALPSRP158870580 01/17/09, 04:37:06 SM3-FBS 
11 ALPSRP165580580 03/04/09, 04:37:40 SM3-FBS 
12 ALPSRP212550580 01/20/10, 04:39:00 SM3-FBS 
13 ALPSRP219260580 03/07/10, 04:38:46 SM3-FBS 
14 ALPSRP225970580 04/22/10, 04:38:24 SM3-FBS 
15 ALPSRP232680580 06/07/10, 04:37:57 SM3-FBD 
16 ALPSRP239390580 07/23/10, 04:37:28 SM3-FBD 
17 ALPSRP246100580 09/07/10, 04:36:55 SM3-FBD 
18 ALPSRP252810580 10/23/10, 04:36:14 SM3-FBD 
19 ALPSRP259520580 12/08/10, 04:35:28 SM3-FBD 
20 ALPSRP266230580 01/23/11, 04:34:35 SM3-FBS 
21 ALPSRP202630580 11/13/09, 04:30:30 SM2-PLR 
22 ALPSRP276440580 04/03/11, 04:24:22 SM2-PLR 

FBS: HH; FBD: HH+HV; PLR: Quad-pol. (Time format : MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS. MM:Month, DD:Day, YY:Year, 
HH:Hour, MM:Minute, SS:Second)  

3.2. InSAR Processing 

Here we consider interferometry using a single monostatic SAR acquiring successive images of 
the same land surface with similar viewing geometry, an imaging mode known as repeat-pass (or 
zero-baseline) interferometry [13]. The separation in time between the two acquisitions is referred to 
as the temporal baseline. For consistency, we selected the 17 pairs listed in Table 3 with a 46-day 
temporal baseline (the minimum temporal baseline for PALSAR). We only consider HH pairs because 
water level change is accentuated through double-bounce scattering [11,14,32,33].  

An ideal zero-baseline repeat orbit is rarely achieved.  The perpendicular baseline (Table 3) is 
the physical separation, perpendicular to the line-of-sight, between the location of PALSAR as it 
acquired the first and second images. We evaluate its impact on measured InSAR phase change from 
the topography-related errors using [13]:  𝑑 = 𝐵𝑅 sin𝜃 Δ𝑧 (1)
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Comparing the USGS Lidar-based DEM [28–30] and the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission digital 
elevation model (SRTM DEM) [34], which we also use to process the InSAR data, we find that Δ𝑧 = 
1.5m (standard deviation) over both swamps and marshes. Other parameters except the 
perpendicular baseline (𝐵 ) are assumed to be the same for each pair including the slant range 
distance (𝑅 ) of 940km and incidence angle (𝜃) of 38 degrees. The largest estimated error (𝑑 ) due to 
the non-zero perpendicular baseline is 0.62 cm, which is significantly smaller than the field-measured 
range of water level change (~110 cm). 

Table 3. InSAR pairs with HH-polarization. 

No. Acquisition Period Perpendicular Baseline Estimated Error for Water Level Change 
1 10/15/07~11/30/07 −56 m 0.01 cm 
2 11/30/07~01/15/08 434 m 0.11 cm 
3 01/15/08~03/01/08 512 m 0.13 cm 
4 03/01/08~04/16/08 292 m 0.08 cm 
5 04/16/08~06/01/08 −227 m 0.06 cm 
6 06/01/08~07/17/08 −2405 m 0.62 cm 
7 07/17/08~09/01/08 −2026 m 0.53 cm 
8 09/01/08~10/17/08 923 m 0.24 cm 
9 01/17/09~03/04/09 101 m 0.03 cm 

10 01/20/10~03/07/10 499 m 0.13 cm 
11 03/07/10~04/22/10 76 m 0.02 cm 
12 04/22/10~06/07/10 93 m 0.02 cm 
13 06/07/10~07/23/10 209 m 0.05 cm 
14 07/23/10~09/07/10 50 m 0.01 cm 
15 09/07/10~10/23/10 311 m 0.08 cm 
16 10/23/10~12/08/10 4 m 0 cm 
17 12/08/10~01/23/11 390 m 0.10 cm  

(Time format : MM/DD/YY. MM:Month, DD:Day, YY:Year) 
 
We process the SAR data using ISCE, developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [22]. ISCE is 

currently in active development and has evolved from its predecessor, Repeat Orbit Interferometry 
PACkage (ROI PAC). It is capable of processing SAR data from various spaceborne and airborne 
sensors. ISCE Ver. 2.1.0 distributed by the Western North America Interferometric SAR Consortium 
(WInSAR), is used for this study. ISCE runs through a series of computations to co-register images, 
remove expected topographic phase, unwrap measured phase, and geocode the InSAR products. A 
detailed description of processing steps can be found in WInSAR’s tutorials [35]. The direct outputs 
used in this study are described below. 

3.2.1. Interferometric Coherence 

The major quantity in radar interferometry is the ensembled complex product, 〈𝑆 𝑆∗〉 from a 
pair of SAR images. Both 𝑆  and 𝑆  are complex scattering amplitudes. The subscripted numbers 
denote the acquisitions from different passes. The angular brackets denote the ensemble averaging 
(e.g., spatial averaging). This complex product has an unnormalized magnitude term with the phase 
term varying within 0 to 2𝜋 . Normalizing the magnitude of 〈𝑆 𝑆∗〉  gives the interferometric 
coherence as: 𝛾 = |〈𝑆 𝑆∗〉|〈|𝑆 | 〉 〈|𝑆 | 〉 (2)

Both 𝑆  and 𝑆  in our study are of HH-polarization. The ensembled average is over a multi-
looking window of 5 pixels in azimuth and 2 pixels in range. ISCE provides both unfiltered and 
filtered coherence. We use the unfiltered coherence to maximize the dynamic range over time and 
more easily observe seasonal changes.  
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A general expression of observed coherence can be written to include potential decorrelation 
sources: 

 = 𝛾 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝛾  (3)

Geometric decorrelation, 𝛾 , results from changes in the viewing geometry between the time of 
SAR acquisitions. This includes changes in looking angle and non-parallel orbits in repeated visiting. 
Thermal decorrelation, 𝛾 , can be determined by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the radar system. 
Volumetric decorrelation, 𝛾 , decreases as the perpendicular baseline or vegetation height increases. 
Temporal decorrelation, 𝛾 , results from the motion of scatterers and the change of scattering 
properties such as permittivity [36]. Vegetation experiences different magnitudes of decorrelation 
over time. There are decorrelation models for trees and pasture [37,38]. In our study, temporal 
decorrelation is the most significant one with its magnitude varying throughout the year. The 
decorrelation effects caused by changes in dielectric properties and configuration of plant leaves and 
size are expected to vary within seasons due to changes in weather and vegetation phenology.  

3.2.2. Interferometric Phase: Unwrapping and Calibration 

The phase term of 〈𝑆 𝑆∗〉 is known as the interferometric phase difference, or simply InSAR 
phase. It is confined within 2𝜋. However, the physical changes which cause the observed phase 
differences are not bounded, such that a large water level change can result in an observed phase 
difference greater than 2𝜋. This is a mathematically ‘wrapped’ condition of the complex number. If 
the physical displacement causing the phase change is equal to more than half of the wavelength in 
the radar line-of-sight (LoS) direction, it is necessary to consider phase unwrapping.  

Using ISCE [22], we initially obtain the interferogram output representing the wrapped phase, 
within 2𝜋, which contains phase biases due to atmospheric effects such as microwave propagation 
delays. In ISCE, we choose SNAPHU [39] to unwrap the InSAR phase and select a set of ground 
control points (GCP) that are fixed non-moving targets to estimate the phase bias. Corner reflectors 
are not installed as control points (GCPs) within the Wax Lake wetlands, and therefore, we need to 
select fixed GCPs or ones with known vertical displacements [14,16,32]. We elect to use fixed man-
made structures as GCPs to calibrate the InSAR phase and use vertically moving GCPs (i.e. water 
level stations) for validation. The calibration GCPs are selected based on two criteria: First, the 
physical structures at the GCP location should be unchanged from 2007 to 2010. Second, and most 
important, the coherence at the GCP location must satisfy a minimum threshold value of 0.85. Given 
these constraints, the number of valid GCPs are very limited within this study area. 

Figure 2 shows the processing flow diagram starting with a pair of SAR images. We process 
them to form the interferogram using ISCE. Based on the phase observed at the GCP(WEST), we 
correct each interferogram. This bias corrected interferogram serves as the updated input for ISCE to 
unwrap the phase. After unwrapping, ISCE generates both the unwrapped interferogram and 
connected component indices. While the phase is spatially unwrapped for the entire interferogram, 
the exact phase at the GCPs may not be zero. The GCP phase correction, therefore, has to be 
performed again, this time within each valid connected component (next sub-section). 

 

Figure 2. Flow diagram of InSAR processing, phase correction, and water level change retrieval (ISCE 
stands for InSAR Scientific Computing Environment). 

ALOS/PALSAR 1.0
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3.2.3. Connected Component 

The SNAPHU program also generates a map of the connected components describing connected 
interferogram pixels that exhibit sufficient coherence. The low coherence pixels that may occur for 
example in rivers separate the interferogram into discrete components. The phase unwrapping is 
performed independently within each connected component, and thus, may result in different 
unwrapping cycles. The connected component output from ISCE is an index map with the same size 
as the unwrapped interferogram. The connected component maps are applied in phase correction 
described in section 4.2.1. 

3.3. PolSAR Processing 

We use a polarimetric decomposition to understand how contributions of the various 
microwave scattering mechanisms (i.e. volume, double-bounce, and surface scattering) may impact 
InSAR retrieval of water level change. We decompose them using the non-negative eigenvalue 
decomposition (NNED) [40]. Figure 3 illustrates these mechanisms for both marshes and swamps. 
Volume scattering comes from the emergent vegetation canopy for which the surface scattering from 
water surface is negligible. The double-bounce scattering mechanism provides the means to estimate 
water level change. The presence of tree trunks in swamps increases double bounce and volume 
scattering in swamps. We use the NNED [40] to perform the polarimetric decomposition via the 
PolSARpro v6.0 (Biomass Edition) Toolbox. The software contains a collection of well-known 
algorithms and tools to explore polarimetric techniques for scientific developments [41].  

 
Figure 3. Scattering mechanisms in marshes (left) and swamps (right). These include volume 
scattering, double-bounce scattering, and surface scattering. The surface scattering is mostly specular 
scattering that backscatters away from the radar, due to the smooth, flat water surface (except small 
ripples and waves). 

3.4. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 

MODIS offers abundant products from various spectral bands. We use the Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to characterize vegetation trends in coverage. NDVI is derived 
from atmospherically corrected reflectance in the red and near-infrared wavebands [42]. It effectively 
characterizes the global range of vegetation cover. MODIS/NDVI is distributed through the online 
Earth Explorer, courtesy of the NASA EOSDIS Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP 
DAAC), USGS/Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 
The NDVI data, MOD13Q1 v006, has a 16-day revisiting time with a spatial resolution of 250 meters 
[43].  

4. Results and Discussion 
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4.1. Interferometric Coherence and Vegetation Cover 

Figure 4 shows a calendar of HH-coherence maps from 2007 to 2010. The period of 17 images is 
listed in Table 3. Open water surfaces are excluded with the wetland map. The observed seasonal 
trend over the wetlands shows high coherence in the winter (November to February) and low 
coherence in the summer (May to September). The spatial pattern of coherence, which highlights the 
south marshes and northern swamps (Figure 1), is more pronounced during the spring (March to 
June) than during the summer and winter months. This may be explained by the impact of vegetation 
growing quickly during the spring.  

Figure 4. The calendar of 46-day HH-coherence maps from PALSAR during 2007 and 2010. Refer to 
the table 3 for the acquisition time of each pair. (Background Map from Google [26]). 

The observed seasonal trend in coherence hints at changes in vegetation structure. Figure 5 
shows the NDVI, a proxy to vegetation cover, from 2007 to 2010. NDVI exhibits seasonal trends across 
the entire landscape with values between 0.3 and 0.8. Over the Wax Lake Delta (WLD), NDVI is 
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poorly resolved due to inundation of the delta islands and the coarse resolution, 250 m, of the MODIS 
NDVI data. Figure 6 shows the seasonal trends of HH coherence, NDVI, and water level height 
extracted at the location of the CRMS stations listed in Table 1. We separate the curves for swamps 
and marshes. While it is known that temporal decorrelation increases with time between radar 
acquisitions (i.e. temporal baseline) [11,20,44], the consistent use of a 46-day temporal baseline 
indicates the observed decorrelation is due to physical changes in the imaged scene as both vegetation 
and water level changed. 
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Figure 5. The calendar of NDVI maps from MODIS during 2007 and 2010. (Background Map from 
Google [26]). 

We observe an inverse correlation between HH-coherence and NDVI for both swamps and 
marshes. HH-coherence is higher during seasons with lower NDVI values, and vice versa, similar to 
the relationship previously observed at C-band [18]. Our results show that coherence reaches its 
lowest values during periods of peak growth where the NDVI is elevated. The impact of temporal 
decorrelation is known to increase with plant volume (e.g. over forests [45,46], and grasses [38]) with 
the distribution of the greater number of vegetation microwave scatterers (stems, branches, leaves, 
etc.) more likely to change between two SAR acquisitions. Changes in plant structure within 46 days 
can be significant for annual plants, especially for marshes. We can also distinguish the dry and wet 
seasons from the water level. For example, during the drier season occurring around October to 
December, the difference between swamps and marshes is small. During the wet season of April to 
June, higher water levels increase the amount of double-bounce scattering, with the coherence in 
swamps being higher than in marshes. However, during the drier season, lower water level brings 
uncertainty as to whether a wetland is inundated or not, when the wetland elevation (Table 1) may 
be higher than the water level recorded in the distributary channel. Nonetheless, non-inundated 
wetlands effectively produce high coherence during the dry season when both images are acquired 
during inundation. If one image is acquired during inundated conditions and the other during drier 
conditions (e.g. first pair in 2008), there is significant decorrelation.  

 
Figure 6. Seasonal trends of HH-coherence, NDVI, and water level in the channel for both swamps 
and marshes extracted at CRMS station locations. The curves come from the average of available data 
during 2007 and 2010. 

4.2. Interferometric Phase Difference and Water Level Change 

Changes in water level can be correlated to the InSAR phase change of the double-bounce 
scattering using: 𝛥𝑊𝐿 = 𝑑 − 𝑑  ≅ ∠𝑆 𝑆∗2𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃  (4)

in which the sub-indices, 1 and 2, stand for the first and second acquisitions; 𝑘 is the wavenumber, 
about 26.4 rad/𝑚 at L-band; 𝜃 is the line-of-sight (LoS) look angl,. while 𝑑  is the water level. 
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The subtraction order of the water level follows the convention of the time harmonics, 𝑒 , for 
both transmitting and receiving waves. Since the interferogram is used to infer spatial variation, this 
is also known as differential InSAR (D-InSAR). Section 4.2.1 describes how we process ∠𝑆 𝑆∗  
before retrieving the water level change, 𝑑 − 𝑑 . 

Figure 7 shows one interferogram example: pair 2008.3.1~2008.4.16. The color represents the 
wrapped interferometric phase while the brightness shows the magnitude of coherence. The phase is 
relative and wrapped. To apply the phase difference for water level change retrieval using equation 
(4) requires further processing including phase unwrapping and phase correction. However, from 
Figure 7 we already observe a significant InSAR phase response ranging from the Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway with coherence decreasing significantly (darker in Figure 7) in marshes. Thus, we expect 
that the water level change retrieval may not work in marshes. 

 
Figure 7. HH-interferogram from InSAR pair of 2008.3.1~2008.4.16. The image brightness stands for 
the coherence magnitude and the color corresponds to the wrapped InSAR phase between −𝜋 to 𝜋, 
which indicates water level change gradients generally run perpendicular to the GIWW. 

4.2.1. Interferogram Calibration  

We could only find 8 pixels (pixel size of ~26m×30m) that satisfy our GCP criteria (from location 
unchanged from 2007 to 2010 and coherence above 0.85) within three locations as shown in Figure 8. 
All the selected pixels occur at locations with large tanks. There is 1 pixel found in Figure 8a, 3 pixels 
found in Figure 8b, and 4 pixels found in Figure 8c. Their locations on the larger map can be found 
in Figure 1. For Figure 8b and 8c, the phase of different pixels from the same location is similar. We 
average them and use a single phase to represent these two locations respectively. While there are 
not enough GCPs to generate a spatially varying phase correction surface, we will show that applying 
a constant bias correction within each connected component suffices to obtain accurate estimates of 
water level change. We choose the GCP from Figure 8a for the eastern part of the study area and that 
of Figure 8b for the western part to correct the independent connected components. The third GCP 
(Figure 8c), which is closer to Figure 8b, is used, in addition to the CRMS stations themselves, to 
validate the results.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 8. Google Map images during December 2010 around locations with high coherence; (a) GCP 
(EAST) [47], (b) GCP (WEST) [48], (c) GCP(VAL) [49]. Refer to Figure 1 for the locations of these points 
in the Wax Lake wetlands. 

Figure 9 shows four distinct types of connected component maps we observe out of the 17 
connected component maps (one for each unwrapped interferogram). Each component is shown in 
a different color. These are the components used independently during phase unwrapping by the 
SNAPHU algorithm. Within each component, the unwrapped phase is spatially correlated. The valid 
connected components have coherence above the threshold estimated by SNAPHU, about 0.2 from 
our results. Rivers and wetlands with low coherence are excluded. Also, the Wax Lake Delta (WLD) 
is mostly excluded because it is generally below the coherence threshold. 

Figure 9a shows the component covering both sides of the Wax Lake Outlet and encompassing 
the GCP(WEST) and GCP(EAST). The pair from 2008.9.1~2008.10.17 shown in Figure 9b exhibit no 
valid components. In Figure 9c, parts of the west side component are missing due to low coherence 
areas, however, it still covers the GCP(WEST). For the east, there are two separate components and 
the GCP(EAST) is within the south one. There is no valid GCP for the north component. Figure 9d is 
similar to Figure 9c except there is no north component for the east side. In each case, we use the 
phase of the GCP within a component to correct the entire component. For areas without valid 
component coverage (i.e., low coherence), we disregard these areas. We only make an exception for 
the northeast component in Figure 9c, as we assume a progressive correction across the Wax Lake 
Outlet, using the GCP(WEST). Without losing generality, the water level change should be similar on 
both sides of the river. We then consider the phase difference between the two sides of river from the 
unwrapped interferogram together with the phase at GCP(WEST) to correct the north component on 
the eastern side of the river. The progressive correction starts from the GCP(WEST), then the west 
component, and finally the component across the river, resulting in a smooth and consistent water 
level change map.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 9. Examples of connected component maps. (a) One at west and one at east 
(2010.1.20~2010.3.7). (b) No valid components (2008.9.1~2008.10.17). (c) One at west; one at northeast, 
adjacent to the west component; one at southeast, not adjacent to other components 
(2008.3.1~2008.4.16). (d) One at west; one at southeast, not adjacent to other components 
(2008.7.17~2008.9.1). The coverage for (a)~(d) is the same as Figure 1. Colors are used to distinguish 
different connected components only. (Background Map from Google [26]). 
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We convert the unwrapped and bias-corrected interferograms to water level change maps using 
equation (4). Our results are independently validated using both the GCP(VAL) and the in situ CRMS 
data. The average unwrapped phase at the location of the GCP(VAL) in Figure 8c, from the 14 valid 
pairs, corresponds to a vertical displacement of 1 cm, which is much smaller than the water level 
change RMSE of 7.53 cm (Section 4.2.3). It is also small compared to the observed range of water level 
change, which varies between -50cm and 60cm. This confirms the choices of GCP are reliable. The 
validation using in situ water level change at the locations of the CRMS stations is described in Section 
4.2.3. 

4.2.2. Scattering Decomposition 

We hypothesize that the dominant scattering mechanisms are different for swamps and marshes 
and test our hypothesis with a polarimetric decomposition. The non-negative eigenvalue 
decomposition (NNED) provides the fractional power from three scattering mechanisms, double 
bounce (𝑓 ), volume scattering (𝑓 ), and surface scattering (𝑓 ). There are two available polarimetric 
scenes from November 2009 and April 2011 as shown in Figure 10. The sum of the three fractional 
powers is equal to one. The wetlands at both times, 2009.11.13 and 2011.4.3, are flooded at all the 
covered CRMS stations. The double-bounce fraction, which enables measurement of water level 
change, is dominant for the northern regions of the wetlands but is small for the southern area (Figure 
10a and 10d). The volume and surface scattering fractions are distributed more uniformly over the 
southern area. In April, volume and surface scattering contribute to the signal in the north, but they 
are insignificant in November in the north. Comparing these results with the landcover map in Figure 
1, we observe that the double-bounce scattering dominates the signal in the swamps. In contrast, the 
signal from marshes is not dominated by double-bounce scattering, which may cause inaccurate 
InSAR-retrieval of water level change in these areas.  

   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 10. Double bounce (𝑓 ), volume (𝑓 ), and surface scattering (𝑓 ) from non-negative eigenvalue 
decomposition (NNED) decomposition: (a) 𝑓 2011.4.3), (b) 𝑓 2011.4.3), (c) 𝑓 2011.4.3), (d) 𝑓 (2009.11.13), (e) 𝑓 (2009.11.13), and (f) 𝑓 (2009.11.13). (Background Map from Google [26]) 

4.2.3. Validation at CRMS Stations 
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Figure 11 shows a plot of in situ water level data with other data such as coherence and NDVI 
at a CRMS station. The yellow bar shows the 46-day InSAR pair period and the red marker shows 
the water level at the time of the InSAR acquisition. In situ data was unavailable for some stations 
early 2008 and the middle of 2009 (Figure 11). The wetland elevation is shown as the black line in the 
plot and is used to identify whether the wetland is inundated or not. The CRMS gauges are set in the 
distributary channels, so the wetland elevation could be either higher or lower than the recorded 
water level. In those cases, the water level change retrieval using equation (4) is not applicable. 

 
Figure 11. Time-series water level and NDVI at CRMS6038 during the study period. Water levels 
extracted during SAR acquisition are marked. Each yellow bar corresponds to the period of one InSAR 
pair. The coherence is marked in the middle of each pair. The wetland elevation from USGS DEM is 
plotted as a horizontal black line and is used as a reference for comparison with the CRMS water level 
in the channel, shown as blue dots. Water level data was not recorded in early 2008 and the middle 
of 2009. 

Overall, we have 10 swamp sites and 9 marsh sites to validate 17 InSAR pairs. Figure 12 shows 
the overall scatter plots at CRMS stations for swamps and marshes, respectively. We exclude invalid 
points with no in situ water level measurement and low coherence points with coherence less than 
0.2. For swamp sites, there are 85 invalid points and 19 low coherence points. For marsh sites, there 
are 81 invalid points and 23 low coherence points. Besides invalid and low coherence points, the rest 
are shown in Figure 12. The retrievals at CRMS swamp stations are highly correlated to in situ 
measurements, while retrievals at marsh stations are insensitive to water level changes.  

During the wet season, the water level is generally high, and most wetlands are inundated 
through hydrologic connectivity between the channels and the unchannelized wetlands. In Table 1, 
we listed the wetland elevation that is used to separate the validation data points into two classes: 
above (i.e. inundated) or below (non-inundated) the wetland elevation. Note that using the wetland 
elevation to determine if the wetland is inundated is a fair assumption but is not an absolute threshold 
because there is spatial variability in topography, such as levees, that may prevent connectivity. For 
the swamp, there are 66 valid points in total, but 19 of them are below the wetland elevation. These 
19 points include one extreme outlier, at the leftmost in Figure 12a, and 18 others scattered within a 
horizontal strip of retrieved water level differences around 0 cm. The insensitivity of these 18 points 
to water level changes in channels highlights when equation (4) fails, i.e. when the wetland is not 
inundated. Besides these 19 points, the other 47 points scatter mostly along the 1:1 line. We calculate 
the error and r2 in two ways, including all valid points and including only points with water level 
greater than the wetland elevation, which we expect to be flooded. The flooded points show RMSE 
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of 7.53 cm and r2 of 0.83. If we include non-inundated points, the RMSE increases nearly 50% to 11.17 
cm and the r2 drops to 0.67. There are fewer valid points for marsh sites because the coherence is 
usually lower and the range of water levels is also lower. The points above wetland elevation still do 
not show the correlation between the retrieved and measured water level change, which we attribute 
to the volume scattering mechanism dominating the signal. In comparison, from Figure 10a and 10d, 
we observe strong dominance of double-bounce scattering in swamps that leads to an accurate 
retrieval of water level change (Figure 12a). The overall validated range of water level changes at the 
swamp sites varies between −50 cm and 60 cm, which is a range of 110 cm. The validation results—
with RMSE values corresponding to about half of one wrapping cycle and the range of 110 cm 
corresponding to seven phase wrapping cycles—demonstrate the robustness of the phase 
unwrapping procedure.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 12. Total scatter plots of water level change retrieval from (a) swamp CRMS stations, (b) marsh 
CRMS stations. Bath stands for the wetland elevation from USGS DEM around each CRMS station. 
WL stands for water level. 

For validation within swamp sites, we further look at where the non-inundated sites are 
distributed using single InSAR-retrieval sets plots shown in Figure 13. InSAR pairs 1, 2, 3, and 8 do 
not produce valid points for validation (pair index enumerated in Table 3). Non-inundated points in 
pairs 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, and 17 suggest these pairs are during lower water level conditions and the 
wetland may be dry especially for pairs 7, 16, and 17. For the periods with higher water level, the 
validation sites are close to the 1:1 line, such as pairs 4, 5, and 13. The contrast between the validation 
of high and low water levels suggests that caution is required to apply this technique to retrieve water 
level change in the low river discharge season. Pair 6 (2008.6.1~2008.7.17) shows larger error close to 
25 cm. The period of pair 6 is about the time NDVI reaches its seasonal maximum and reversely the 
coherence hits its seasonal minimum, as shown in Figure 4. Although this period is during high water 
levels, the overall lower coherence may contribute to the larger errors for these points. With a shorter 
temporal baseline, an increased coherence will improve water level change retrieval through the 
growth season. We expect the future NISAR mission, which will collect 12-day temporal baseline 
data, will offer better coherence with more reliable InSAR retrievals. 

Figure 14 shows scatter plots for each swamp CRMS station. Each site in Figure 14 except 
CRMS4809 has both high and low water surface elevation estimates available for validation. The data 
shows that most non-inundated points behave similarly in each subplot, remaining around zero 
water level with no sensitivity between InSAR phase and the actual water level change. The 
remaining points, shown in blue, show good agreement with in situ measurements. 
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Figure 13. Water level change retrieval by InSAR pair as listed in Table 3. (blue dots: water level above the 
wetland elevation; red dots: water level below the wetland elevation) (WL stands for water level and Bath stands 
for the wetland elevation from USGS DEM. The numerical range in each plot if any is for blue dots only.) (No 
valid points for InSAR pairs 1, 2, 3, and 8) (Horizontal axis: Δ𝑊𝐿 in situ measurement in cm; Vertical axis: Δ𝑊𝐿 
retrieval in cm) (pair index enumerated in Table 3) 

 
Figure 14. Water level change (Δ𝑊𝐿) retrieval at swamp CRMS stations listed in Table 1 (WL stands for water 
level and Bath stands for the wetland elevation from USGS DEM. The numerical range in each plot if any is for 
blue dots only.) (Horizontal axis: Δ𝑊𝐿 Measurement in cm; Vertical axis: Δ𝑊𝐿 Retrieval in cm) 

 
Since the successful retrievals are only obtained over swamps, we apply the mask of swamps 

from Figure 1 to the retrieved water level change map. Figure 15 shows the calendar of all pairs. Note 
that in each map, the coverage of the retrieved water level is different because each InSAR pair has 
different connected components. From Figure 13, we know that InSAR pairs 1, 2, 3, and 8 do not 
contain valid points for validation, and pairs 7 and 17 only have non-inundated points for validation. 
For the other 11 pairs, there is at least one point when the site is inundated that is available for 
validation. 
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Figure 15. The calendar of retrieved water level change maps over the swamps (also within valid 
connected component) at Wax Lake during 2008 and 2010. The missing area for east Wax Lake in June 
and August 2008, is due to a lacking GCP for phase correction. (Background Map from Google [26]). 

Among these maps, we observe gradual changes in water surface level emanating from the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway toward wetlands (e.g. Figure 15 March and May in 2008). In some InSAR pairs, 
the northeast corner has larger water level change compared to other areas, which may result from 
the strong influence of the nearby Atchafalaya river. Interestingly, many of the retrievals indicate a 
strong N-S water surface gradient, suggesting a high degree of water connectivity between the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway and the swamps, a conclusion supported by prior field observations [50]. 

4.2.4. River Discharge Influence at swamps 

The water surface level is influenced by two sources. One source is the tide, which varies quickly 
on a daily basis. The second source is the river discharge, which varies at seasonal scales. We 
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decompose the contribution from these two sources using the water level measured by a USGS water-
level gauge at Calumet in the Wax Lake Outlet river. As an example, the water level between 2008.3.1 
and 2008.4.16 is shown in Figure 16, corresponding to the time when InSAR pair 4 is acquired. The 
water level difference between 𝑡  and 𝑡  is given by 𝛥𝑧 = 𝑧 𝑡 − 𝑧 𝑡 . (5)

The 90-day lowpass curve in Figure 16 represents the water level, 𝑧 , caused only by changes in river 
discharge, because the 90-day averaging window is large enough to smooth out any tidal variation. 
The water level difference due to river discharge can therefore be estimated as 𝛥𝑧 = 𝑧 𝑡 − 𝑧 𝑡 . (6)

The difference between 𝛥𝑧 and 𝛥𝑧  gives the tidal contribution, 𝑧 , of the water level difference, or 𝛥𝑧 = 𝑧 𝑡 − 𝑧 𝑡 . (7)

Based on 𝛥𝑧  and 𝛥𝑧 , we calculate the percentage of the water level change due to the river 
discharge contribution using 𝑃 = 𝛥𝑧𝛥𝑧 + |𝛥𝑧 |. (8)

 
Figure 16. Time series water level height (fast-changing) and estimated flooding height (slow-
changing) at the Calumet water level gauge (USGS 07381590). The time period covers two PALSAR 
acquisitions, 2008.3.1 and 2008.4.16. 

Table 4 shows the discharge contribution for the time period represented by 8 InSAR pairs in 
Figure 15. The percentage of the water level change that is attributed to river discharge over these 
time periods ranges from 72% to 99%, indicating river discharge is the main source of water level 
change in wetlands. The swamps in Wax Lake are over 6.4km seaward of Calumet. The dominance 
of river discharge supports the water level change pattern observed in Figure 15. As an example, a 
closer view of the water level change map estimated from the pair 2008.3.1–2008.4.16 is shown in 
Figure 17. We observe a 70 cm increase in water level at Calumet based on the gauge data and a 
similar increase over the swamps based on the InSAR estimation.  

Table 4. Estimation of River Discharge Contribution from Water Level at Calumet. 

Acquisition Period Discharge (%) 𝚫𝒛𝒇 (𝒄𝒎) 𝚫𝐳 (𝒄𝒎) 
03/01/08~04/16/08 96 73.4 70.0 
04/16/08~06/01/08 98 −39.6 −40.3 
01/17/09~03/04/09 99 −13.0 −12.8 
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01/20/10~03/07/10 99 24.5 24.8 
03/07/10~04/22/10 93 2.7 2.5 
04/22/10~06/07/10 87 25.6 21.8 
06/07/10~07/23/10 82 −41.5 −50.5 
07/23/10~09/07/10 72 −25.1 −35.1 

 
Figure 17. The gradient for water level change map estimated from the pair 2008.3.1 to 2008.4.16, over 
swamps. The arrows are the inferred flow direction parallel to the steepest water-level change 
gradient. The red dashed lines are an example of the covered distance of flooding from Calumet, 18 
km. (Background Map from Google [26]). 

Based on the retrieved water level change maps, we plot the direction of the gradient of the water 
surface level change. It is shown that the gradients are generally perpendicular to the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW), aligned with the north-south direction (Figure 15 and 17). The river 
input from the north or from the neighboring Atchafalaya must first distribute the water to the GIWW, 
and from there it flows out into the wetlands. The pattern appears to reflect a wave of increased 
amount of water moving into the wetlands from the GIWW when the water level change is positive 
(e.g., Figure 17), and reduced amount of water moving into the wetlands from the GIWW when the 
river discharge is falling. The scenario is unusual because in natural systems, floodplain connectivity 
is typically associated with a seaward directed river channel. However, in the highly engineered Wax 
Lake wetlands, it appears that the swamps are better connected hydrologically with the GIWW than 
the Wax Lake Outlet.  

To better illustrate this connectivity, we estimate the mean gradient of the water level change 
over the swamps in the north-south direction (Figure 18). Results show that time periods with 
significant water level gradients over the wetlands estimated from InSAR correlate with time periods 
of significant water surface change in the main river channels, Δ𝑧 , as measured at the Calumet gauge. 
Figure 18 reveals a clear positive correlation between the river discharge-induced water level change 
as measured at Calumet and the water level gradient over swamps as measured by InSAR, 
supporting the idea of a high degree of hydrologic connectivity. Moreover, the time periods where 
we visually observe the strongest N-S gradients in Figure 15 are times of the most significant water 
level changes at Calumet, as shown by the red markers in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. The projection on the south direction(−𝑦) of the mean gradient of water level change 
retrieval over swamps, ∇ Δ𝑧 ∙ (−𝑦), plotted against the water level change Δ𝑧  at Calumet. 
Red markers show InSAR pairs where we observe significant patterns in Figure 15. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we evaluated the capabilities of spaceborne L-band InSAR to retrieve water surface 
level change in wetlands against two important features of wetlands: vegetation structure and water 
level. This study is designed in preparation for the upcoming NASA-ISRO SAR mission (NISAR) 
mission that will generate a global InSAR dataset every 12-days, enabling monitoring of water levels 
in wetlands. However, there is currently no assessment of capabilities of L-band SAR across seasons. 
Using time-series data from JAXA’s PALSAR, we demonstrated that L-band InSAR can measure 
water level changes across seasons, even with a long 46-day temporal baseline. Interestingly, the 
time-series enabled observation of a large-scale overflow of water from the Gulf Intracoastal Water 
Way (GIWW) to the wetlands, supporting field observations [50]. 

While InSAR retrievals have previously been done using in situ measurements of water level 
change [14,16,31], we demonstrate that as few as two GCPs may be sufficient for robust calibration 
of InSAR retrievals of water level change, facilitating application of this technique to global wetlands. 
The PALSAR-estimates of water surface elevation change are validated with in situ measurements, 
in addition to a third fixed GCP. Using the lidar-derived USGS DEM [28–30], we identify whether 
the wetland is inundated or not during the SAR image acquisitions. We validate 47 points acquired 
during inundation of swamps and 21 inundated data points in marshes.  

Double-bounce microwave scattering improves performance of the water level change retrieval. 
In the swamps, which exhibit large double-bounce scattering signal, the water level change retrieval 
performed well with RMSE of 7.53 cm and r2 of 0.83, within the full range of observations from −50cm 
to 60cm. In contrast, the signal from marshes, which is shown through polarimetric decomposition 
to be dominated by volume scattering, exhibits no correlation between retrieved and in situ water 
level change. This suggests that a pre-assessment of the dominant scattering mechanism within the 
study area is recommended to identify where the InSAR retrieval algorithm is likely to work. 

We show, using 17 HH-coherence maps ranging from 2007 to 2010, that seasonal trends in L-
band InSAR coherence are opposite to NDVI, a proxy of vegetation cover. The temporal decorrelation 
is significant in the summer and is minor in the winter. In the winter, the combined impact of low 
absolute water levels and low herbaceous vegetation cover may enhance or reduce the InSAR 
coherence depending on whether the wetland is inundated or not during acquisition of both SAR 
images.  

The forthcoming NISAR, planned to launch in 2022, will collect L-band data globally with a 
repeat-pass period of 12 days. This temporal baseline promises improved coherence and higher 
spatial and temporal resolutions than the data used in this study. Thus, it is expected that NISAR will 
outperform the results presented in this study. In addition, the shorter revisit period of NISAR will 
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provide denser time series than currently available data. ALOS/PALSAR-2 time-series data, with a 
14-day temporal baseline, may bridge the gap with NISAR and should be examined when they 
become available in the study area. The methods described in this paper can contribute to allowing 
for more frequent and consistent monitoring of coastal wetlands, globally. 
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